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Course Introduction
Purpose 

• The intent of this course is to provide a detailed architectural overview of the 
CPU used in Freescale’s HCS08 microcontrollers. 

Objectives
• Describe the heritage of Freescale MCUs. 
• Identify the HCS08 CPU and instruction set goals. 
• Describe the HCS08 CPU programmer’s model.
• Identify the addressing modes on the HCS08 CPU.
• Describe some of the instructions on the HCS08 CPU.
• Identify features that support high-level languages.
• Recognize the differences between the HC08 CPU and the HCS08 CPU.

Content
• 24 pages
• 3 questions

Learning Time
• 35 minutes

The intent of this course is to provide embedded control engineers (both 
hardware and software) with a detailed architectural overview of the CPU 
used in Freescale’s HCS08 microcontrollers. 
This course will begin by describing the heritage of Freescale MCUs and 
outlining the goals of the CPU and its instruction set. The course will then 
discuss the HCS08 CPU programmer's model, describe the addressing 
modes that are available on this CPU, and examine the instruction set. 
Finally, the course will outline some of the HCS08 CPU features that were 
added specifically to help with high-level languages and highlight the 
differences between the HC08 CPU and the HCS08 CPU.
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In the 1970s, Freescale microcontrollers started with the 6800. From there, three 
different families branched out. 

The 6809 started a branch of Microprocessors that relied on external memory to store 
program information. In many cases a commercial operating system was used to 
execute utilities such as word processors or spreadsheets. It progressed into the now 
famous 32-bit 68000 microprocessor family. Recently embedded memory has been 
added back to this family and some instructions have been removed making the 
ColdFire microcontroller family.

Another branch started with the 6801 MCU and proceeded to the 68S12X. These 
devices are predominantly automotive based. They have A-to-D modules that help 
monitor sensors and voltage levels. They also have timers capable of tracking toothed 
wheel sensors and generating precisely timed events needed in braking, motor control 
and body electronics.

The third branch started with the 6805 MCU and moved on to the HCS08. This line of 
microcontrollers is used for everything from paging systems to washing machines to 
automobile body electronics controllers. They are very popular, cost effective, and 
easy to use.
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CPU & Instruction Set Goals

• Simple to program

• Efficient conditional branching
– Embedded control requires a lot of decision making.

• Powerful yet efficient interrupt handling
– Response time is very important.

• Support for C programming language
– Additional addressing modes on the LDHX, STHX, and CPHX 

instructions improves compiler efficiency.

• Compact code size

• Cost effective

Let’s take some time to discuss the goals of the HCS08 CPU and instruction set, as well as the reasons behind the 
inclusion and exclusion of certain features. 

One of the goals was to make the HCS08 CPU simple to program. The target market for this CPU is deeply 
embedded controller applications. For these systems, engineers prefer easily understood instructions and register 
sets. In some of these applications, state machines and relays are being replaced. It is essential for these first-time 
users to have a relatively straightforward path to getting their code up and running.

Another goal was efficient conditional branching. Embedded control requires a considerable amount of decision 
making and has a lot of branching associated with it. There are control algorithm benchmarks showing that a branch 
occurs, on average, every 12 instructions. Therefore, this CPU is full of great branching constructs, along with 
addressing modes that help with C programming and some of the branching constructs commonly used with that 
language.

Powerful yet efficient interrupt handling was another goal of the HCS08 CPU. Response time is very important with 
embedded control. An interrupt is an event that breaks the normal flow of a program and forces a fast response to an 
input. After the interrupt subroutine has been exited, program flow continues from where it was interrupted. The 
HCS08 CPU has a very simple yet powerful interrupt handling mechanism built into it.

Support for C programming language was another goal. This is becoming more and more popular in the embedded 
market. For an 8-bit controller, most applications are very cost sensitive and it is very important that C compilers 
support the architecture and produce compact code. With the HCS08 CPU, there are additional addressing modes on 
the Load HX (LDHX), Store HX (STHX), and Compare HX (CPHX) instructions to improve compiler efficiency.

The final two goals for the HCS08 CPU were the compact code size (the number of bytes to perform a certain task) 
and cost effectiveness. Many of the instructions can perform two operations. For example, the MOV (move) instruction 
reads from one location and writes to another. This type of operation produces more efficient code than some RISC 
architectures that require separate load and store operations.
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Programmer’s Model

Accumulator (A)

Index Register (H:X)

Stack Pointer (SP)

Program Counter (PC)
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Interrupt Mask
Half-Carry (for BCD)
Two’s Compliment Overflow

The HCS08 CPU has five registers that are not part of the memory map.

Let’s move on to the HCS08 CPU programmer's model. 

There are only five registers associated with this CPU and they are not 
mapped into memory. Instructions will specifically reference these registers, 
instead of calling out a specific memory location. This is known as inherent 
addressing.

The accumulator, A, is an 8-bit register. The accumulator is the most active 
register of the HCS08 CPU in that almost all of the arithmetic and logic 
instructions use “A” both as the operand and for storing the result. The data 
bus and the accumulator are 8 bits wide, which, by most definitions, makes 
the CPU an 8-bit architecture.

There is also a 16-bit index register, which helps reference memory locations 
in the CPU memory map, a 16-bit stack pointer, a 16-bit program counter, 
and an 8-bit condition code register. The condition code register has five 
status bits associated with it to help with decision-making processes and 
branching constructs.
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Registers 

• General-purpose, 8-bit register
• Hold the operands and results of operations

Index Register

Accumulator

• 16-bit register; called H:X
• Can access a 64-Kbyte address space
• Used by indexed addressing modes to determine the 

effective address of an operand
• Lower byte X: holds the operand for the MUL and DIV

instructions
• Can serve as a general-purpose register 

Accumulator (A)

Index Register (H:X)

7 0

15

Now, let’s discuss each of the registers in more detail, starting with the accumulator and the index 
register. 

As mentioned earlier, The accumulator is a general-purpose, 8-bit register. It is the most often 
used circuit in the HCS08 CPU. The accumulator is one input of the Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU) 
and most results of the ALU are stored in the accumulator. Memory may be loaded into A using 
various addressing modes and data may be transferred from A to any memory location using 
various addressing modes.

The index register is composed of two separate 8-bit registers: “H” and “X”. They can be used 
individually or combined to make a 16-bit index register (sometimes called H:X), which can point 
to any location in the 64-Kbyte memory space of an HCS08 CPU. The index register is used by 
instructions utilizing indexed addressing modes to determine the effective address of an operand. 
The lower byte X is used to hold the operand for the MUL and DIV instructions. X can also be 
used as a general-purpose register much like A for compare, load, and store instructions.

The H register is not automatically stored in the interrupt subroutine stackframe. The 6805 did not 
have an H register, and for backward compatibility, neither the HC08 nor the S08 stack H prior to 
servicing an interrupt. As a result, some people get caught manipulating the H register in an 
interrupt subroutine and then having errant operation when program flow returns to normal 
program space. In order to help the user store and recall H, the HC08 CPU and the HCS08 CPUs 
introduced two instructions: the push-H and the pull-H. These instructions can be used to push H 
onto the stack at the beginning of a subroutine and then pull it off at the end of the subroutine, 
thereby keeping the H register intact.
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Registers

• 16-bit stack pointer 
• Used to hold the address of the next available location   

on the stack 
• Used as an index to access operands on the stack in 

stack pointer offset addressing modes
• Used in C programming to store local variables 
• Stack can be located anywhere where there is RAM in 

the 64-Kbyte address space
• Can also be used as an index register

Stack Pointer

Stack Pointer (SP)

The 16-bit stack pointer is used to hold the address of the next available location on the 
stack. A stack is typically used to temporarily store the originating program counter value 
while a subroutine is being executed. Some instructions, such as Jump to Subroutine (JSR), 
automatically store information on the stack and decrement the stack pointer by a value 
equal to the number of bytes that are stored. Similarly, the return from subroutine (RTS) 
instruction pulls information from the stack, restores the program counter, and increments 
the stack pointer. The HCS08 CPU can also use the contents of the stack pointer as an 
index to access operands on the stack in stack pointer offset addressing modes. 

The stack is used extensively in C programming to store local variables. A "local variable" is 
a piece of data that is used only in a single subroutine. The stack is commonly used to make 
a temporary storage element for these local variables. This lowers the amount of RAM 
needed when compared to dedicating a RAM location for each variable. The HCS08 CPU 
has several instructions and addressing modes specific to efficient manipulation of 
information on the stack.

The stack can be located anywhere where there is RAM in the 64-Kbyte address space. Out 
of reset, the stack pointer is located at location $FF, and it is decremented as more 
information is placed on the stack. In most cases, it makes sense to move the stack pointer 
immediately to the highest RAM location. This opens up the lower 256 bytes of memory for a 
more efficient direct page addressing mode. The stack pointer can also be used as an index 
register in certain addressing modes.
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Registers

Program Counter • Contains the address of the next instruction or operand to
be fetched

• Loaded from locations $FFFE, and $FFFF out of RESET
• Automatically incremented

Condition Code
Register

• Five status bits; one interrupt mask
• Bits 5 and 6 permanently set to logic 1

Condition Code Register (CCR)V 1 1 H I N Z C

Carry/Borrow (MSB)
Zero
Negative (MSB = 1)
Interrupt Mask
Half-Carry (for BCD)
Two’s Compliment Overflow

Program Counter (PC)

Let’s take a closer look at the program counter and the condition code register. 

The 16-bit program counter contains the address of the next instruction or operand to be fetched, and it can 
access the full 64-Kbyte address space. The program counter is loaded from locations $FFFE and $FFFF 
out of reset and code begins to execute at that reset vector. The program counter is automatically 
incremented as the instructions are executed. When a subroutine or an interrupt is called, the program 
counter gets reloaded with the jump location, be it a vector for an interrupt or a subroutine location. The 
Return-from-subroutine and Return-from-interrupt instructions restores the program counter with the 
originating value. 

The condition code register has five status bits and one interrupt mask bit. Bits 5 and 6 are permanently set 
to logic 1. Out of reset, the I bit is set to one to mask all interrupts. That allows the code to initialize all of the 
internal peripheral modules first, before enabling any interrupts. Once the initialization is done and the 
application is ready to run, the interrupt mask bit is normally cleared, which allows interrupts to occur. When 
an interrupt does occur, this bit is automatically set to prevent successive interrupts. When a "return from 
interrupt" instruction is executed at the end of an interrupt subroutine, the interrupt mask bit is cleared, again 
enabling more interrupts.

The other five bits that are used in the condition code register are status flags. They make conditional 
branching possible. Depending on the outcome of the last instruction, these five bits will be set or cleared. 
Conditional branch instructions will reference these bits as they are executed.

Another use for these five bits is to pass information from a subroutine. If, when returning from a subroutine, 
you want to have a pass/fail type of indication but you do not want to use a global variable, you can set or 
clear any of these flags separately in order to pass information. 
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Question

There are five registers associated with the HCS08 CPU. Match each register 
to its description by dragging the letters on the left to the boxes on the 
right. Click “Done” when you are finished.

B

A

C

D E

C

D

A

Accumulator

Index Register

Stack Pointer

Program Counter

Contains the address of the next instruction 
or operand to be fetched

General-purpose, 8-bit register; most often 
used circuit in the HCS08 CPU

Used to hold the address of the next 
available location on the stack

Comprised of five status bits and one 
interrupt mask bit

Done Reset Show
Solution

E Condition Code Register
B Two separate 8-bit registers (the H and the 

X); can access a 64-Kbyte address space

Take a few moments to review what you have learned about the HCS08 CPU’s 
registers.

Correct. 

The accumulator is a general-purpose, 8-bit register. It is the most often used circuit 
in the HCS08 CPU. The index register is composed of two separate 8-bit registers: 
the H and the X. They combine to make a 16-bit index register, which can point to 
the 64-Kbyte address space of an HCS08 CPU. The 16-bit stack pointer is used to 
hold the address of the next available location on the stack. The 16-bit program 
counter contains the address of the next instruction or operand to be fetched. The 
condition code register has five status bits and one interrupt mask bit. Click the 
forward arrow to continue on to the next page.
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$FFFF

Memory Map

Can program and erase Flash

• Direct addressing mode
• From $00 to $FF
• Upper 8 bits of the address are 

inferred to be zero
• Fast and code-space efficient 

Memory-mapped
registers and peripheral
registers
(no special I/O instructions)

$0100

$0000

$0080

$1800

Peripheral
Registers

RAM

ROM or
FLASH

Peripheral
Registers

RAM

High Page 
Registers

Vectors

ROM or
FLASH

$1080

$182C

$FFC0

Before moving on to HCS08 CPU addressing modes, let’s take a few minutes to discuss the HCS08 
CPU memory map. Here, you can see an example case with 4-Kbyte RAM and 60-Kbyte Flash. 

In this example, there are peripheral registers located between $000 and $080. The most commonly 
used registers were put into this space because the lower 256 bytes of memory are more efficient to 
access than the rest of the 64 Kbytes due to a direct addressing mode that's available. This direct 
addressing mode infers the top eight bits of the address to be 00. Therefore, you do not have to fetch 
that information, which makes the code more efficient to execute in less cycles and it takes up less 
code space. The most commonly used RAM variables and the most commonly used peripheral 
registers are placed in the lower 256 bytes of memory.

In the middle of this example, you can see a block called “High Page Registers.” The reason for 
putting information in the middle of the memory map is to avoid using the lower 256 bytes for some of 
the not so commonly used registers. Things like Flash control, which will probably only be used once 
or twice during the life of a part (to program or erase it), are located in this memory space. Also some 
important “write-once” system configuration registers are located in this space. 

The areas labeled “ROM or FLASH” are reserved for users to store their program code. Users are 
able to program and erase Flash many times. ROM information must be specified by a customer and 
Freescale will hard program this information during the manufacturing process.

At the bottom of this example, you can see the vector space. The reset vector gets loaded into the 
program counter at reset. All of the interrupt vectors are located in this space. Any module with 
interrupt capability has an interrupt vector assigned to it in this space. So, when an interrupt occurs, 
the program counter is loaded with that vector and the interrupt subroutine is executed. Interrupts 
allow for very quick response to events that occur independently of the normal program flow. 
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Addressing Modes

Inherent The instructions have no operand to fetch and require 
no operand address. Most are one byte long.
Example: CLRX – Clear the X register. 

Immediate The operand for immediate instructions is contained 
in the bytes immediately following the opcode. Immediate 
instructions therefore have constant operands.

Example: LDA #6 - Load accumulator with the number 6.

The HCS08 CPU has 16 different addressing modes.

Opcode Operand
- Operand is optional for some instructions. 

Instruction format
AND #$55  ; Logical AND of A with $55

Now, it’s time to look at the addressing modes on the HCS08 CPU. There 
are 16 addressing modes. To make full use of the memory map in its most 
efficient way, many different addressing modes are needed. C compilers will 
make extensive use of all of the addressing modes, whereas someone who 
just wants to hand code a small program may not need all of the addressing 
modes. 

Inherent addressing mode is when the instruction itself contains all the 
information it needs. The instructions have no operand to fetch and require 
no operand address. Most are one byte long. So, for example, if you are 
going to clear the X register, you don't need to specify any memory 
locations.

Immediate addressing mode is the next simplest mode, where you specify 
an immediate load or an immediate store of information. The operand for 
immediate instructions is contained in the bytes immediately following the 
opcode. Immediate instructions therefore have constant operands. For 
example, when loading the number six into the A accumulator, there are no 
memory locations associated with that instruction. You are just loading an 
immediate value (in this case, the number six) into the accumulator.
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Addressing Modes

Direct Direct instructions are used to access operands in the 
direct page, i.e., in the address range $0000 to $00FF. 
The high-order byte of the address is not included in 
the instruction, thus saving one byte and one execution
cycle compared to extended addressing.
Example: LDA $44 – Load A with contents of location $44.

Extended Extended instructions can access operands at any address 
in a 64-Kbyte memory map. All extended instructions are 
three bytes long.
Example: LDA $1044 – Load A with contents of location $1044.

Direct instructions are used to access operands in the direct page, that is, in
the address range $0000 to $00FF. The high-order byte of the address is not 
included in the instruction, thus saving one byte and one execution cycle 
compared to extended addressing. The direct addressing mode is used for 
the lower 256 bytes of the memory map. The top eight bits of the address 
are inferred to be zero, as mentioned earlier. Direct addressing allows for 
faster execution and less code space to be used. In the example shown 
here, you are loading the contents of location $44.

Extended addressing mode is used to access the whole 64 Kbytes of the 
memory map, so you will need to specify 16 bits worth of information. 
Extended instructions can access operands at any address in the 64-Kbyte 
memory map. All instructions using extended addressing are three bytes 
long. In this particular example, you are loading the contents of location 
$1044.
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Addressing Modes

• Negative jump example

• Positive jump example 

DBNZA -2 ; This will loop until A has been
decremented to zero.

BRCLR 1, PORTA, NO_PUSH
JSR DEBOUNCE

NO_PUSH  EQU *  ;

Relative All conditional branch instructions use relative addressing to
evaluate the effective address. If the branch condition is true, 
the CPU evaluates the branch destination by adding the 
signed byte following the opcode to the program counter. 
The branch range is –128 to +127 bytes from the address 
after the branch instruction.

Let’s move on to the relative addressing mode. All conditional branch instructions 
use relative addressing to evaluate the effective branch to address. If the branch 
condition is true, the CPU evaluates the branch destination by adding the signed 
byte following the opcode to the program counter, allowing you to move the 
program counter forward by up to 127 bytes or in a negative direction by up to 128 
bytes. The relative addressing mode is very useful for looping constructs, which 
may need to test multiple bits, or when working with a simple delay loop. 

Take a look at the negative jump example shown here. In order to move to a lower 
address, you will need to subtract from the current program counter. This instruction 
is called "decrement and branch if not zero A." and takes four cycles to execute. 
This instruction decrements the A accumulator and based on that result, whether it 
is zero or not, you will make a branch. This particular case creates a delay loop. So, 
if all you wanted to do was sit in a loop for 400 cycles, you could set A = 50.

The other example shown here is a positive jump, where you are moving forward in 
the memory map. In this example, you are actually testing one of the port pins to 
see if it is a one. This could be a keyboard application. If the port pin is clear, you 
will jump to the "no-push" label. However, if the port pin was set, that would mean 
that the key was pressed and the pin would jump to a debounce routine.
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Addressing Modes
Indexed There are five modes of indexed addressing.

Indexed instructions use the contents of the 16-bit index 
register, H:X, to access operands with variable addresses, such 
as variables accessed through a pointer. 

8-bit unsigned offset with post increment (IX1+, example = cbeq $55,x+,rel) 

No offset with post increment (IX+, example to follow on the next page)

16-bit offset (IX2, example = lda $1044,x)

8-bit unsigned offset (IX1, example = lda $44,x) 

No offset (IX, example = lda ,x)

Mouse over each indexed addressing mode to learn more.

No offset: This will access the contents of the memory location pointed to by the contents of H:X. For 
example, if H:X has $1000, location $1000 would be accessed.
8-bit unsigned offset: In this case, H:X is added to an unsigned 8-bit offset contained in the instruction.
16-bit offset: The memory accessed in this case is the sum of H:X and the 16-bit value included in the 
instruction. Note that the contents of H:X are not altered since the computation is performed inside the 

Now, it’s time to discuss the indexed addressing mode. There are actually 
five modes associated with the indexed addressing mode. These modes are 
especially helpful with tables and case statements where, depending on the 
outcome, you may go to case one, two, three, four, or five.

Indexed instructions use the contents of the 16-bit index register, which is 
composed of the two 8-bit registers H and X, to access information, such as 
variables accessed through a pointer. The index register is combined with an 
optional offset to give the final location. In some instances, you don't have an 
offset, as in the case of the first mode: no offset (IX). Other indexed 
addressing modes include the 8-bit unsigned offset (IX1), the 16-bit offset 
(IX2), no offset with post increment (IX+), and the 8-bit unsigned offset with 
post increment (IX1+). When you are doing looping constructs to either 
empty or fill a table, the post increment modes come in very handy. 

Roll your mouse pointer over each indexed addressing mode in the table for 
more information.
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Example: Indexed Addressing 

1080  450088      20     ldhx #0088  ; entry number in table to load
1083  D61086      21     LDA TABLE1,x 

22 
23 
24 TABLE1:

1086                   25    Ds 100  ;  define space for table 

1186  45008A      32           ldhx #Table2  ; entry number in table to load
1189  65009A      33 chkLoop:          cphx #Table2+10   ; see if past end of Table2
118C  2706          34           beq stringOK
118E  D60FFC     35           lda (Table1-Table2),x  ;  load flash based table entry into A 
1191  71F6           36           cbeq x+,chkLoop
1193  9D               37 stringBad nop ; here if string did not match 

38 stringOK ; here if successful string compare

IX2

IX+

Here are two examples of indexed addressing. 

The first example is the IX2 mode. The example shows an access to a large table called 
TABLE1 beginning at address $1086. H:X is set to $0088 prior to utilizing the extended 
address with 16-bit offset LDA instruction. When complete, the LDA TABLE,x will have 
moved the contents of location ($1086 + $0088) = $110E to accumulator A. H:X will still 
contain $0088. 

The second example shows a looping construct comparing a string of bytes in RAM with 
a string of bytes in Flash. This might come in handy when trying to verify a received 
data stream that was received via a serial port matches the pre-calculated value stored 
in Flash.

The start address of the RAM-based table is loaded into H:X on line 1186. Line 1189 
compares H:X against the location of the last entry of the 1o element table table. If the 
end of the table is reached, the loop is exited to the “stringOK” exit point. Line 118E 
loads A with a value stored in non-volatile memory. The CBEQ instruction increments 
H:X and falls through to “stringBAD” if the two bytes are not equal. Otherwise, the 
looping continues with a jump back to “chkLoop”. Without the IX+ addressing mode, this 
loop would take much more code space and require more instruction cycles to perform. 
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Addressing Modes

Stack pointer There are two modes of stack pointer addressing: 

• SP1 

• SP2

Stack pointer instructions are similar to indexed 
instructions.

Stack pointer instructions require one extra byte and 
one extra execution cycle compared to the equivalent 
indexed instruction.

ais # -3  ; allocate space for 3 bytes
clr 2, sp ; clear one local variable
clr 3, sp ; clear second local variable
lda #4    ; store 4 in 3rd local variable 
sta 1,sp

Example 

Let’s take some time to review the stack pointer addressing modes. C 
language likes to use stack pointer relative addressing. It makes for very 
efficient use of the stack for storing local variables. The HCS08 CPU allows 
two stack pointer relative addressing modes: SP1 and SP2. In most cases, 
you will not need to use the SP2 mode, but on the rare occasion you do 
need to go more than 128 bytes into the stack, that mode is offered.

Stack pointer instructions are similar to indexed instructions only they use 
the contents of the stack pointer as an address of the operand instead of the 
index register. Stack pointer instructions require one extra byte and one 
extra execution cycle compared to the equivalent indexed instruction.

In the example shown here, some space on the stack is allocated. Then, the 
allocated space is initialized. The first thing to do is immediately add a value 
of negative three to the stack. This allocates space for three bytes. The 
second thing to do is clear two bytes located two and three address locations 
from the stack pointer. The last thing done is to initialize the third local 
variable to a value of four, and this one happens to be located just one 
location from the stack pointer.
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Addressing Modes

Memory to 
Memory

Memory-to-memory instructions copy data from one 
location to another. One of the locations is always
in the direct page. 

There are four modes of memory-to-memory 
instructions:

• Move immediate to direct

• Move direct to direct

• Move indexed with post increment to direct

• Move direct to indexed with post increment

Example: MOV $4,$6 – Move contents of location $4 to 
location $6 (leave location $4 unchanged). 

Memory to memory is the last of the addressing modes. Memory-to-memory 
instructions copy data from one location to another. One of the locations is 
always in the direct page. It should be noted that the HCS08 is a CISC CPU; 
that is a complex instruction set. The memory-to-memory mode is a prime 
example of this in that it's actually doing two operations with one instruction.

There are four different memory-to-memory addressing modes: move 
immediate to direct, move direct to direct (moving any variables, whether 
RAM or registers, in the lower 256 bytes from one place to another), move 
indexed with post increment to direct, and move direct to indexed with post 
increment. 

The move indexed with post increment to direct and move direct to indexed 
with post increment modes are good for relocating tables. For example, if 
you had a table in Flash memory that you wanted to load into RAM, you 
could use the move with indexed addressing mode and the post decrement 
to make that a very efficient move.
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Question

What advantage does the direct addressing mode have over the 
extended addressing mode? Select the correct answer and then 
click Done.

a. It uses a special hardware accelerator.

b. Instruction executes faster and takes less code storage space.

c. The complete address space must be accessed.

d. The stack pointer is automatically incremented.

Check your understanding of some of the HCS08 CPU’s addressing modes.

Correct. 

With the direct addressing mode, the top eight bits of the address are 
inferred to be zero, which allows for faster execution and less code space to 
be used. 
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Instruction Sets

• Addition – ADD, ADC, AIS, AIX
• Subtraction – SUB, SBC 
• Multiply – MUL (8 bit x 8 bit => 16-bit result)
• Divide – DIV (16 bit / 8 bit => 8-bit result + 8-bit remainder)
• Decimal adjust accumulator – DAA (useful for BCD math)

Arithmetic

• ROLA, ROLX, ROL, RORA, RORX, ROR, LSLA, LSLX, 
LSL, LSRA, LSRX, LSR, ASRA, ASRX, ASR

Shifts and Rotates

• BSET, BCLRBit Manipulation

There are 250 instructions on the HCS08 CPU. This course does not discuss each instruction individually. 
Instead, the instructions are separated into different groups by function and at least one instruction in each of 
these functions is examined. If you need further details, there is a reference manual that explains each 
instruction, along with the number of bytes required to store the instruction and the number of cycles required to 
execute the instruction.

Let’s begin with bit manipulation. On 8-bit micros, a lot of times, you will need to manipulate just one bit and 
leave the rest of the byte unchanged. This is sometimes the case with a status register where you need it to 
clear a flag because some event has occurred. There are two specific instructions with bit manipulation: the bit 
set (BSET) and the bit clear (BCLR).

The shifts and rotates group has three different types of functions: rotates, logical shifts, and arithmetic shifts. 

With all of the rotates, the bit that is moved out is put into the carry bit. So, if it is a rotate left, then bit location 
seven gets moved into the carry bit and the carry bit gets moved into bit location zero. A true rotate is where you 
have nine pieces of information that all get moved at the same time.

A logical shift, thus the "LS" prefix, shifts out through the carry bit but will always shift in zeroes. So, if you have a 
logical shift left, bit seven will go to the carry bit, but bit zero would be set to zero. 

Arithmetic shifts are good for negative numbers in that, when you are shifting to the right, the most significant bit, 
which is bit seven, will always stay at one, indicating a negative number. Arithmetic shifts are good for doing 
binary multiplication and divides. So, if you shift an 8-bit number to the right, that is a divide, and if you shift it to 
the left, that is a multiply by two. 

Let’s move on to the arithmetic instructions: addition, subtraction, multiply, divide, and decimal adjust 
accumulator. There is support for two different modes of addition and subtraction, with the ability to set the carry 
bit or not. The CPU itself does not support 32-bit math; however, by offering the carry bit, it is easy to make a 
driver in software support either 16- or 32-bit math routines. The decimal adjust accumulator is a pretty unique 
instruction. It is useful for binary-coded decimal, although it is not used very often.
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Instruction Sets

LDA, LDHX, LDX, STA, STHX, STX, MOVLoad, Store, & Move

CMP, CPHX, TST, BIT, TSTA, TSTXCompare and Tests

•Unconditional: JMP, BRA, BRN
•Condition code dependent branches: BEQ, BNE, BCC, 
BCS, BPL, BMI, BIL, BMS, BHCC, BHCS, BLT, BLE, 
BGE, BGT, BLO, BLS, BHS, BHI
•Data dependent branches: BRCLR, BRSET, CBEQ, 
DBNZ

Jump and Branching 
Constructs

AND, ORA, EOR, COMA, COMX, COM, NSALogic Operation

INCA, INCX, INC, DECA, DECX, DEC, CLR, NEGA, 
NEGX, NEG, CLRH

Data Manipulation

The next functional group is data manipulation, and it includes increment and decrement, along with negates and 
clears. If you need to quickly manipulate the A or the X register or any of the RAM variables, these instructions can 
be very useful. These instructions are also very useful when trying to loop through a portion of code a certain 
number of times. 

The logic operation instructions are AND, ORs, exclusive ORs, and the complements, as well as nibble-swap for 
the accumulator (NSA). In binary-coded decimal, a byte of information is broken up into two nibbles, so this NSA is 
often quite useful.

The next group is jump and branching. Some of these instructions are unconditional: jump (JMP), branch (BRA), 
and branch never (BRN). The JMP instruction will allow you to go to the entire 64 Kbytes of memory, so it has a 
16-bit operand. The BRA instruction only allows you to go -128 bytes or +127 bytes. The BRN instruction is 
included mainly for timing loops. If one side of your code was making use of a BRA instruction and you wanted to 
keep the other side equivalent in timing, you might put in a BRN instruction, which has the same timing cycles 
associated with it. 

There are many instructions associated with branching conditionally off of the condition code registers. Here, you 
can see branch if equal (BEQ), branch if not equal (BNE), branch if carry clears (BCC), etc. Each of the five flags 
in the condition code register have conditional branch instructions associated with them. 

There are also data dependent branches on the jump and branching instructions. These include: branch clear 
(BRCLR), branch if clear, and branch if set (BRSET). These instructions will test an individual bit, either in a RAM 
variable or in a peripheral. Depending upon the state of the bit being called out, a branch is made or not made.

The next group of instructions is compare and tests. If you are trying to compare one 8-bit value against a second 
8-bit value, you will need to do a compare instruction. If it is a 16-bit value you are trying to compare, you probably 
want to use the CPHX.

The final group shown here is the load, store, and move instructions. When you are using the accumulator or the 
H:X register to hold information, you will make use of the load instructions. If you are trying to store that 
information someplace, you will make use of the store instructions. The move instruction was illustrated earlier in 
this course, in the example of memory-to-memory addressing.
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Instruction Sets

WAIT, STOPRun Control

BGNDHCS08 Specific

RSP, TXS, TSX, PSHA, PSHH, PSHX, PULA, 
PULH, PULX

Stack-related Instruction

• SEC, CLC, SWI, RSP, NOP, TAP, TPA, TSX, TXS
• Interrupt specific: SEI, CLI, RTI

Control

BSR, JSR, RTSSubroutine Calls/Return

Let’s move on to the final set of groups for the instruction set, starting with the subroutine calls and returns. There is a branch to subroutine (BSR) 
and a jump to subroutine (JSR). The BSR is for short branches: -128 bytes or +127 bytes. The JSR allows you to jump to any place in the 64-Kbyte 
memory map. The same return from subroutine (RTS) is used for either a BSR or JSR.

The instructions included in the control functional group perform unique functions that are normally reserved for debugging software. They include 
instructions to set and clear condition code register bits such as set-carry (SEC), clear-carry (CLC), transfer-A-to-processor status byte (TAP) and 
transfer-status byte-to-A (TPA). These can be very useful when debugging loop constructs.

The software-interrupt (SWI) can be used to trap errant program flow. During the debug phase, users will frequently fill unused memory with SWI 
instructions and then halt the processor in the SWI interrupt service routine to allow interrogation of the program flow.

There is also a no-operation (NOP) instruction, which is mainly used for timing loops. It does absolutely nothing except burn two cycles, which is 
sometimes very useful, depending on what your code is doing. In some cases, instead of actually setting up a very short looping construct for a 
delay, it may make sense just to put in several NOP instructions. 

In the control group, there are interrupt-specific instructions associated with the interrupt mask bit and the return from interrupt. SEI stands for "set 
interrupt mask” and CLI stands for "clear interrupt mask." The return-from-interrupt (RTI) is what is to return to normal program flow after an 
interrupt service routine is complete.

There are several stack-related instructions. They include reset-stack-pointer (RSP), transfer S to X (TSX), and all pull and push operations 
associated with A, H, and X. 

One of the unique instructions on the HCS08 CPU is the background (BGND) instruction, which will put the CPU into a stationary status and turn 
the entire device over to the background controller. This will not be discussed in much detail as there is a separate training course on development 
tools. That course includes the background debug controller (BDC) and the on-chip ICE module. ICE is the in-circuit emulator module that allows 
complex breakpoints to be set, and optionally, program flow information can be captured in a small on-chip buffer.

Finally, let’s examine the WAIT and STOP instructions. The WAIT instruction idles the CPU, but it allows all of the clocks to remain running. All of 
the peripheral modules will remain running also. That allows you to keep timers or SCIs running while not burning the maximum amount of power. 

The STOP instruction stops all of the clocks inside of the MCU. On an HCS08 CPU, there are multiple stop modes that are chip specific. So, when 
you enter stop on an HCS08 CPU, depending on how you have some of these power-down bits set, different portions of the MCU will be turned off 
entirely. Hence, stop one is the lowest power mode, and to exit that mode, you actually have to go through a full reset sequence. Note: There is a 
separate training course on low-power operations, if you require further information. 
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Interrupt Support

• One level of interrupt priority
– Vector location determines priority

Remove this text.

Remove this text.

Remove this text.

As discussed earlier, embedded control often has some very urgent activities 
that need to be serviced immediately. The interrupt control block is the 
mechanism to do just that. On HCS08 CPUs, there is one level of interrupt 
priority, which is determined by the vector location when the chip is 
designed. If two interrupts occur at the same time, the one with the highest 
priority will be serviced first. 

Here, you can see an example of the vector table. The reset is the highest 
priority, followed by the software interrupt (SWI). Normally, SWIs are not 
used in the final application, but during debug, SWIs can be very useful. 
Take a look at the rest of the vectors, which are ranked in priority. If two or 
more interrupt requests are pending when the interrupt mask bit in the 
condition code register is cleared, the highest priority would preempt the 
others. Each pending interrupt would be serviced sequentially before control 
was returned to the normal program flow. 

The CCR, A, and X registers, along with the program counter, are stored 
automatically when an interrupt is serviced. Here, you can see the order of 
the five bytes of information that are stored onto the stack when you enter an 
interrupt service routine and are subsequently pulled off of the stack when 
you execute an RTI.

murrayf1
Stamp
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HCS08 CPU vs. HC08 CPU

• New addressing modes for LDHX 
instruction

– EXT, IX, IX1,IX2, SP1

• New addressing modes for STHX and 
CPHX instructions

– EXT, SP1

• New BGND instruction
• Operating bus frequency increased to 

20 MHz on first derivatives
– CPU clock is 2x the bus frequency

• Instruction cycle count changes

Now, it’s time to examine some of the enhancements of the HCS08 CPU, that is, its differences from the HC08 
CPU. The instruction set enhancements were designed to improve the C programming efficiency of the device. 
The internal execution unit was changed to allow a much higher bus speed. 

There are new addressing modes for the load-H:X (LDHX) instruction. These include the IX, IX1, IX2, IX+, and
IX1+. Indexed addressing is often used extensively with C compilers. Having the 16-bit index register loadable 
with many addressing modes increases both the speed and code size efficiency. 

STHX and CPHX are now supported with extended (EXT) addressing mode and stack pointer relative—8-bit 
offset (SP1) addressing mode.. 

A BGND instruction allows the background debug controller (BDC) to take control of the device. It is possible to 
go in and interrogate any of the registers, or you can set up any of the registers through this BDC. It is built into 
the CPU core to allow easier access to address generation circuits and CPU register information. The BDC 
includes one hardware breakpoint. Other more sophisticated breakpoints are normally included in the separate 
on-chip debug module.

The design methodology and technology were also changed in the jump to the HCS08 CPU. This CPU is 
capable of running at 40 MHz and the bus frequency at 20 MHz on the newer devices. 

Something that is invisible to most customers, but helps internally with the speed of the device, is the instruction 
queue (sometimes called the "pipeline”). It has been improved to help with the data traffic through the HCS08 
CPU. A consequence of these improvements is cycle count changes from the HC08 CPU. Please see the 
HCS08 Family reference manual or Application note AN2717 for more details on these changes. 
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Question

How does the HCS08 CPU differ from the HC08 CPU? Select all that
apply and then click Done.

The operating bus frequency has increased to 20 MHz on first derivatives.

Two addressing modes were removed for the STHX and CPHX instructions.

An instruction queue (or pipeline) improves instruction throughput.

A new BGND instruction allows the BDC to take over control of the device.

There are new addressing modes for the LDHX instruction.

Consider this question about the HCS08 CPU’s enhancements.

Correct. 

There are new addressing modes for the LDHX instruction and a new BGND 
instruction allows the BDC to take over control of the device. The operating 
bus frequency has increased to 20 MHz on first derivatives and an 
instruction queue (or pipeline) improves instruction throughput. Two 
addressing modes were added, not removed, for the STHX and the CPHX 
instructions, including a new external addressing mode and stack pointer 
relative 8-bit offset addressing mode. 
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Course Summary
• Heritage of Freescale MCUs

• CPU and instruction set goals

• Programmer’s model

• Addressing modes

• Instruction sets

• Differences between the HC08 CPU and the HCS08 CPU

In this course, you have learned about the heritage of Freescale MCUs, beginning with the 
6800 in the 1970s through to today’s HCS08 CPU. 

The goals for the CPU instruction set were to be easy to use, efficient for “C” compilers, and 
cost effective. 

You also learned about the programmer's model, which consists of five registers: the 
accumulator (a general-purpose, 8-bit register), the index register (composed of two 
separate 8-bit registers), the stack pointer (a 16-bit register used to hold the address of the 
next available location on the stack), the program counter (a 16-bit register containing the 
address of the next instruction or operand to be fetched), and the condition code register 
(composed of five status bits and one interrupt mask bit). 

You reviewed the 16 addressing modes available on the HCS08 CPU: inherent, immediate, 
direct, extended, relative, indexed (which includes five modes), stack pointer (which includes 
two modes), and memory to memory (which includes four modes). 

You also examined the instruction set, which was grouped according to function: bit 
manipulation; shifts and rotates; arithmetic; data manipulation; logic operation; jump and 
branching constructs; compare and tests; load, store, and move; subroutine calls and 
returns; control; stack-related instruction; HCS08 specific; and run control. An example was 
provided for one or two instructions from each group. 

Finally, the differences between the HC08 CPU and the HCS08 CPU were examined.


